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Background: Jakarta Bay and environmental degradation

Water quality degradation in Jakarta Bay has been a serious challenge relatively well documented for decades. Located on the edge of densely settled coastal megacity, this Bay suffers from destruction of habitats and ecosystem shifts (van Lavieren, 2011). Chemical and biophysical indicators have shown concerning levels of contamination in the waters, sediments, and fish of Jakarta Bay. This exposure is expected to affect the traditional fishery sectors and communities that use Jakarta Bay as their primary fishing area (Mustaruddin, 2013).

Water quality data obtained from the Jakarta Environmental Management Agency (BPHD) for the period of 2001-2013 for 23 observation points. This includes time series data of dissolved oxygen, turbidity, nutrients, heavy metals and other water parameters.

Methodology: Combining local knowledge and biophysical model

A face-to-face questionnaire in Indonesian with 286 respondents (grouped by traditional fishers, mussel farmers, and informal workers) in 2 fishing villages provides livelihood data. Group discussions, involving 22 community members in participatory exercises such as mapping, problem-listing, creating time-lines and a seasonal calendar, provide information about changing fisheries activities.

Insights: Fishery activities and water quality

Participatory maps describe past and current fishing area and mussel farming locations. Red circle defines the degraded area according to spatial shifting. One of distinctive adaptation strategies, was observed by traditional fishers but not by mussel farmers because they needed shallow and more turbid waters.
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Research gap

There is a research gap in how the decline in water quality impacts the traditional fisheries. This PhD uses a multidisciplinary approach to survey people and achieve a better understanding of how the communities cope with water pollution as a stressor and how it affects their livelihood (Putri et al., 2015). In addition, water quality data is used to obtain a comprehensive description and spatial statistical analysis about the state of Jakarta Bay’s water. Together these will give powerful insights into the vulnerability and management options for the fisheries-based communities.

Further analysis on the integration of local knowledge and biophysical model is in progress. This is important to obtain deeper understanding of water pollution impacts on the communities and to assess the exposure to different community groups. That understanding will contribute to the vulnerability assessment and inform decision-makers.